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Title word cross-reference

128 [272], 2 [212, 259], 2 × 2 [293], 3
[212, 259], A4 [262], A4z = b [262], f(x) = 0
[55], ω/ω [280], M [65], n × n [40], p ≥ 0
[202], QR [30], q × m − n [71], → [244], sin Θ
[147], √x [61], x * [1/x] < x/x = 1 [125], xn
[173], Z [40], 175, 265.
z = (1 − exp(−pz))/(pz) [202], z ≥ 0 [202].
∥Z − Z∗∥ ≤ ∥Z + Z∗∥(log2 n + 0.038) [40].

- [212, 259], -Dimensional [212, 259], -matrices [65], -plane [175, 265].

/ [266].

1 [148], 128B [273, 274], 12th [298, 311],
14th [306], 15C [72], 167 [4], 168 [6], 169
[5], 1971 [38], 1975 [297], 1983 [302], 1986
[304], 1999 [192].

2-Dimensional [162], 2007 [310], 25th
[305], 2nd [232].

50th [310], 52 [50], 55 [191].

60 [29, 33], 6600 [39], 6600/7600 [39].

7094 [18], 7094-II [18], 754 [130, 136, 170],
754r [284], 75th [310], 7th [303].

8087 [72], '83 [302].

Abbreviated [240], Abstract [15],
Abstracts [261], Accuracy
[91, 96, 103, 124, 102, 146], Accurate
[99, 229, 209, 14, 286, 293], ACM
[307, 296, 172], ACM/IEEE [307],
ACRITH [78], Addition [13], Adds [109].
Contraction [109]. Contribution [63].
Convention [309]. convergence [65, 30].
Conversation [146]. Conversion [244, 111].

Davis-Kahan-Weinberger [84]. Day [114].
DAYDATE [114]. Days [114]. debug [288].
Dec [38]. Decimal [80, 244, 111].
Designing [105, 106, 112]. Determinant [157]. Determinants [122, 293].
Developers [282]. Diagnostics [68].
Diagonal [14, 151, 275, 19, 285].
Differences [4, 5, 6, 196, 255]. different [50]. Differential [15, 251, 276, 140, 145, 290]. difficult [130].
digit [234]. Digital [70]. dilation [84].
Dilations [66]. Dimensional [162, 212, 259]. Directions [310]. discrete [294].
Discriminant [312, 286]. Discussion [179, 30]. Divided [4, 5, 6, 196]. divider [234]. Division [129, 201, 87]. Do [64, 235, 266, 229, 236]. done [101].
Double [12, 13]. Double-Precision [12, 13].
Doubled [88]. Doubled-Precision [88].
Down [122]. Draft [54]. Dual [168].
Duisburg [311]. Dundee [306].

Echelon [164]. Effect [141, 133]. efficiently [208, 238]. Eigenproblem [120].
Eigensystems [69, 252]. Eigenvalues [131, 14, 21]. Eigenvectors [3, 8, 31].
Ellipsoidal [240]. elipsoids [23].
Engineering [289, 25]. Enumerating [185].
Euclidean [212, 259]. Evaluates [59]. Evaluation [82]. ever [262]. Every [40].
Everyone [154, 155]. Everywhere [154, 155]. exact [85]. Exam [181, 182, 183, 184, 156, 197, 227, 245].
Extra [278, 264, 283]. Extra-Precise [264, 283]. Extrapolation [58, 247], eye [263].

Functions [67, 86, 20, 79]. Further...
[293, 139, 171, 11]. Futile [267]. Futility [95]. Future [310, 289].

Gain [161]. GAMM [311].
GAMM-IMACS [311]. Gauss [2, 153].
got [231]. Grades [154, 155, 101].


Half [270]. Halting [189]. Handheld [59].
Handling [115]. hardware [24].
Haugeland [42]. held [304, 299]. Help [36].
Hermitian [21, 45]. High [307, 308, 309, 98, 91, 105, 106, 112].
High-Performance [308, 98]. Higher [95].
Higher-Precision [95]. Hilbert [246].
Huge [243]. Hurts [154, 155, 101].

IBM [78]. Idealized [144]. Idempotent [244]. IEEE [56, 60, 61, 73, 74, 88, 128, 130, 136, 142, 284, 111, 170]. IEEE-CS [56].
IFIP [295, 300]. Ihre [46, 62]. Ihren [53].
II [8, 18, 231]. III [31]. II [36, 37, 48, 294].
Ill-Condition [37]. Ill-Posed [36, 48, 294].
Improving [85]. Inclusion [21].
independent [76, 77]. Inequalities [198].
Inequality [221]. Infinitely [232]. Infinity [239]. Information [295]. Institut [299].
Instruments [50]. Integer [150]. Integers [185]. Integrals [59, 85]. integrator [126].
intersection [23]. Interval [25, 60, 251, 299]. Interval-Arithmetic [251].

Iterative [278, 283]. IV [16].

Jacobi [157]. Java [308, 148, 154, 155].
Jensen [221]. John [141]. Joint [304].

Kahan-Arithmetik [46, 62].
Kahan-Babuska [29, 33].
Kahan-Babuska’sche [29, 33]. Key [55].

Laboratory [297]. Laguerre [22, 116].

Lottery [176]. lu [266].

Proposal [148]. Proposed
[76, 77, 54, 57, 56, 60, 61, 73, 74, 242].
Prospectus [98, 287]. Proven [312].
[227].
QDRTC [16]. QR [257]. Quadratic [216].
Quadrature [58]. Quasi [12, 13]. Question
[282]. quotient [234]. quotient-digit [234].
Radix [76, 77]. Radix- [76, 77]. raising
[140]. Rank [243]. Rank-Deficient [243].
Rational [81, 195]. Real
[40, 83, 158, 159, 269]. Rechner [53].
Reciprocal [255]. Recognize [216]. record
[302]. recurrence [20]. Reduced [164].
[252]. Refineig [252]. Refinement
[278, 283]. Refutation [108, 113].
Relationship [300]. Relative [91]. reliably
[169]. Removable [97]. Residual [69].
Revised [232]. Revision [148]. Riccati
[290]. Robustness [63]. Root
[158, 159, 201, 269]. Root-Finding
[158, 159, 269]. Roots [272]. Rotation
[3, 8, 31]. Rotations [212, 259, 208, 238].
Round [132]. Rounded [137, 87].
Rounding [284]. Roundoff
[39, 82, 117, 144, 267]. Routine [10]. Row
[164]. Row-Echelon [164]. Ruminations
[220, 225, 226].
S [42]. S.O.R. [65]. San [307, 302]. Sand
[72]. Satisfies [40]. SC2000 [309]. SC97
[307, 307]. ScaLAPACK [287]. scaled
[207, 237]. SCAN [311]. schemes [140, 145].
Science [250, 289, 298]. Scientific
[311, 101]. section [301]. Sections [175].
[148, 68]. Semiannual [305]. Separation
[253]. September [297, 311]. Series [276].
sessions [302]. Set [163, 165]. Sharp [131].
Should [89, 47, 52]. sich [53]. Sign [86].
Significance [92]. SIGSAM [51]. Simply
[119]. Singular [91, 99, 9]. Singularity [97].
Skew [275, 285]. Small [91, 285]. Software
[61, 110, 282]. solution [51, 84]. Solutions
[165, 166, 167, 181, 182, 183, 184, 186, 194,
197, 199, 200, 204, 223, 224, 232]. Solve
[55, 83, 202, 262]. Solver [276]. SOLVEzag
[202]. solving [1, 2]. Some [26, 198, 79, 288].
something [50]. Space [163]. Spaces
[162, 168, 211, 212, 259]. Sparse [297, 297].
Spectra [45]. Spectrum [40]. Spring [192].
SQR [137]. Square [201, 272]. Squares
[129, 234]. SRTEST [234]. Stack [123].
Stamps [174]. Standard [76, 77, 54, 57, 56,
61, 64, 73, 74, 88, 136, 142, 235, 242, 60, 128].
Standardized [233]. Standards [170].
Stanford [310, 310]. stars [263]. State
[310, 304]. statistical [301]. statistics [298].
Status [128, 142, 136]. storing [262]. Study
[139, 171]. subroutine [16]. Subspaces
[214, 26]. subtended [263]. suitable [1].
Suite [258, 130]. Summation
[119, 29, 75, 33, 121]. Summer [25].
Summierungsverfahren [29, 33]. Sunk
[231]. Super [176]. Support [18]. Survey
[35, 1]. Syllabus [191, 192]. Symbolic
[229, 104, 196, 85]. Symmetric [14, 43, 19].
symplectic [126]. Symposium
[297, 303, 311, 299, 298]. Syntax [68].
System [18]. Systems
[132, 15, 104, 70, 85, 2].
Take [166, 273]. Take-Home [166, 273].
Taylor [276]. TC2 [300]. Test [129, 137,
166, 167, 203, 204, 248, 249, 273, 234].
Testing [228, 111, 130, 256]. Tetrahedron
[236]. Texas [50]. text [179]. their [66].
Theorem [131, 188, 139, 171, 147].
Theorems [21]. Theory [218, 93]. there
[275, 285]. Thiele [255]. Three [205, 274].
Time [229]. titled [214]. Too [270]. Topics
[227]. Toronto [301, 305]. Trace [193].
Trajectory [240]. Transform [275, 285].
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